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Document Management

Document Management
The 2019.3 MCSJ Release contains new document management features that integrate with MCSJ attach-
ments.

l Attach documents to journal batches posted via the G/L Batch, Budget/Expenditure Batch
and Cash Receipts Batch.

l View journal attachments via a new Posting Reference Report.
l Categorize attachments with keywords.
l Search for attachments via keywords using the new Attachment Search Inquiry.
l Assign retention schedules to documents allowing them to be purged after the expiration
of their defined retention period.

l Attachment dialog windows will remain open after opening an attachment to make it
easier to open multiple attachments.

Journal Entry Attachments
Documents may be attached to G/L, Budget/Expenditure and Cash Receipts Batches.

Users will notice an attachment button on the Batch Entry toolbars of any batches which support attach-
ments. Documents can be attached and removed in the normal fashion. Upon update of the batch, the
attachments will be associated with the batch reference number and can be retrieved using the new Post-
ing Reference report located under the Finance menu.

Posting Reference Report
The new Posting Reference report is located directly under the Finance menu and will accept reference
numbers for G/L, Budget/Expenditure, and Cash Receipts batches. The report will display any attach-
ments for a batch and allow the addition or removal of attachments for those batches. Unlike the G/L
Posting Reference report, the new report will not display the resulting G/L postings of the original
batch and will just show the actual entries recorded in each batch.
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Finance>Posting Reference Report

Keywords and Retention Schedules
When a document is attached in MCSJ, users may choose to assign one or more Keywords to the doc-
ument for purposes of making the document easier to find in a general search of attachments. The
keywords will be used in the new Attachment Search Inquiry to find documents containing or match-
ing search keywords entered by the user.

In addition to assigning keywords, users may assign a pre-defined Retention Schedule to an attach-
ment. The retention schedule defines the length of time a particular type of document should be stored
before it is eligible to be purged from the system.

Upon attaching a document, the confirmation dialog will give the user the option of entering keywords
and/or retention schedules. Use a semicolon to separate multiple keywords.
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Document Management

Retention Schedule Maintenance
In order to utilize retention schedules on your attachments, the schedules must be created in Retention
Schedule Maintenance.

Users need System security >= 2 to access the Retention Schedule Maintenance.

File>Document Management>Retention Maintenance

Administrators should plan to define logical Retention Id's in order to make assigning them more effi-
cient for users.

Attachment Search Inquiry
The Attachment Search Inquiry will allow users to search attachments throughout the various system
modules. Users may search by keyword or retention information. They will be able to search the system
modules to which they have access.
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Search results will be displayed in the Attachment Search dialog. The user may click on any of the result
rows to link to the MCSJ record containing the attachment.
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Document Management

Attachment Purge Routine
Admin users with access to MCSJ Special Routines may utilize the Attachment Purge Routine to delete
attachment records with expired retention periods as of a user-defined Purge Date. The user can control
which attachments are purged based on Retention Id and system module. A Preview feature will allow
users to review the attachments scheduled to be purged.
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Personnel Cost Projections
MCSJ Finance and Payroll clients will now have the ability to do basic salary and employer personnel
cost projections which can be optionally included in their Budget Preparation files. Additionally, H/R
users will have the option of projecting personnel costs for vacant positions.

Salary and Benefit cost projection routines are located under the Personnel>Reports menu but will only
be available to users with full Payroll/HR security access. In order to update the routines to Budget Pre-
paration, a user would also need full access to Budget Prep (Adopt/Amend security).

The general process for Personnel Cost Projections is outlined below:

1. Determine the types of personnel cost projections you wish to perform (e.g. salaries,
longevity, other compensation,employer taxes and other contributions, benefits, vacant
positions) and then review and complete the appropriate system configuration areas
described in this guide.

2. You will likely need to run the two projection routines multiple times each to handle dif-
ferent scenarios, so plan and organize how to group your employees when running the
projection routines. For example, identify what departments or unions will have the same
% increases. If projecting vacant positions, identify which departments and positions will
need to be projected.

3. Run the Salary Projection Report and review carefully. Save your report groupings and set-
tings so they can easily be re-run or modified.

4. If projecting benefits, run the Benefit Projection Report and review carefully. Save your
report groupings and settings so they can easily be re-run or modified.

5. To see a comprehensive report of both salary and benefit projections, update the pro-
jection routines for each grouping to the Personnel Costs Batch. Use the Export to Excel
option on the batch to review all projections.

6. Use the batch to modify any projection figures.
7. If you plan to update the results to Budget Preparation, make sure the Budget Preparation

file has been created in the Finance system.
8. Review the Budget Prep Update Preview on the Personnel Costs Batch.
9. Update the Personnel Costs Batch to import the results into the Budget Preparation file.
10. Review the Budget Preparation Worksheet and make any adjustments to your total cost

projections in the Budget Prep Batch.
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Personnel Cost Projections

General Set-up and Configuration
There are various changes throughout the Payroll and H/R modules related to the ability to do per-
sonnel cost projections. Depending on the specific types of projections you intend to do, some set-up
may be required before you're able to utilize the projection routines. Please review the changes below
before attempting to run the Salary and Benefit projection routines.

Employee Maintenance - Exclude Employee From Projections

On the Salary/Rates tab of Employee Maintenance, an employee can be excluded from any projection
routines.

Other Compensation - Projected Amount

If projecting employee other compensation amounts, a projected amount for each employee other com-
pensation record can be optionally specified. Projected amounts are entered in the Employee Main-
tenance - Other Compensation screen. If the projected amount for a particular Other Comp Id is the same
for all employees, it may be globally edited from the Other Compensation Maintenance.

Check the 'Exclude from Projections' box to exclude a particular Other Comp Id from salary pro-
jections. If an Other Comp Id is not excluded and no projected amount is entered, the system will just
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project the current amount. Other Comp Id's which are set as a % of salary will be projected as a %
of the new projected salary.

Benefit Maintenance

The Benefit Maintenance now contains a new Projections tab, which allows the user to store a Projected
Increase % and a Projection Distribution Code.

The Projection Distribution Code requires an employer liability earning code and must be filled out in
order for the benefit to be included in the Benefit Projection Routine. The earning code's employer liab-
ility distribution rules will tell the system how to distribute the employer benefit costs in the budget.

Position Control Set-up (H/R Users Only)
The Position Control piece of the new personnel cost projection changes allows users to optionally pro-
ject costs for vacant positions.
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Personnel Cost Projections

Position Maintenance

When salaries are projected for vacant positions, the system will use the settings on the Position Main-
tenance to determine the salary amounts to project and how to allocate those salaries to the budget.

Class/Step/Grade - These fields should be used if you want the system to project salaries for a position
based on a salary chart defined in Class Maintenance. Otherwise, you may specify a minimum or max-
imum salary/rate for the position (your selection in the Emp Type field should determine whether a
salary or hourly rate is entered).

Using the Allocation tab, define how the vacant salary projections should be distributed to the budget.
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Position Control Maintenance

Position Control Maintenance is used to define the various positions within a department. The main-
tenance must be completed if you plan to project vacancies. If there are certain positions that should not
be included in the projections, a field has been added to exclude a particular position from the pro-
jection routine.

Auto-Create Position Control Routine

If you have not set up Position Control Maintenance in the past or it needs to be updated, this routine
will auto-populate any missing departments and make sure each department has all of its employee pos-
itions listed.
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Personnel Cost Projections

Create Using Primary Department - Check this box to create Position Control departments based on
the main department segment in the Department Id. Otherwise, the system will create a Position Con-
trol department for each individual sub-department. For example, in departments 240-01 and 240-02, 240
is the main department and 01 and 02 are the sub-departments. Checking the box will create a single
240 department in Position Control.

After running the routine, a list of the departments and positions that have been added to the system
will be printed to the screen.

Update Position Maintenance Min/Max Salaries

This routine is optional, but is helpful in updating the minimum and maximum salaries stored in Pos-
ition Maintenance and used in salary projections. The user can enter a percentage increase to the salaries
for a range of positions.

The routine contains a Preview option which must be run before the Next button will enable.
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Position Control Report

Several enhancements have been made to the Position Control Report to accommodate the new vacant
position projections including salary subtotals by position and department.

Salary Projection Routine
The Salary Projection Routine is capable of projecting base salaries, non-base pay, longevity and other
compensation amounts, and employer payroll contributions for current employees. Additionally, if
H/R Position Control is installed, it can project the base salaries and employer tax contributions for
vacant positions. The projected costs will be distributed to the appropriate expense accounts based on
employee distribution defaults.

The routine contains a Preview button so cost projections and expense distribution can be reviewed in a
report or in Excel. The routine can optionally be updated to generate a Personnel Cost Projections
batch, which can be edited if necessary and later imported into the Finance Budget Preparation Batch.

Routine selections can be saved as templates and retrieved for future use using the Save and Openbut-
tons on the panel's toolbar.

Current Employees

Selecting Employees
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Personnel Cost Projections

The routine may be run for a single employee or you may use the various filter combo boxes to select
which employees should be included. Each combo box allows for multiple selections without the need
to specify ranges.

Salary Projections

A simple % increase will be applied to existing salaries or rates.

For Hourly Employees Use: - The selection in this field will determine how annual salaries are projected
for hourly employees. You may elect to use the salary field on your employees (if it's populated) or
determine the salary by multiplying the employee's hourly rate by their default working hours.

Non-Base Projections

Non-base pay projections can be included by applying the percentage entered to the selected non-base
wages earned by your employee's during a given time period.

Longevity & Other Comp Projections

Longevity salary projections can be included for employees with a longevity salary. If Longevity Id's are
used, the system will prompt for an effective date in order to use the longevity schedules. If Longevity
Id's are not used, then the system will simply include the current longevity salary in the projection totals
(% increase is not applied).

Other compensation salary amounts can also be included in the projections. If the other compensation
salaries are calculated from the detail listed on an employee's Other Compensation screen, the system
will include the projected amounts entered for that compensation or calculate new amounts if the other
compensation is set up as a percentage of the salary. If the other compensation is not calculated from
the employee detail, then the current other compensation salary will be projected.

Employer Taxes and Liabilities Projections

Users may select the employer tax contributions and any additional employer liabilities to be included in
the cost projections. Rates will be applied against the newly projected gross wages for each employee in
order to get an estimate of employer contributions. Reductions to an employee's taxable wages are not
considered in the calculation.

Vacancies

If Position Control information has been configured, users may also select which vacant positions to
include in their projections.

Select Vacancies

Select the departments and positions to include.
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Salary Projections

Choose whether to use the minimum or maximum salary for each selected position and what increase
percentage to apply. For any positions with a Class/Step/Grade defined, the Class schedule will be used
instead.

Employer Taxes Projections

Select any employer tax contributions to be applied to the vacant position wage projections.

Salary Projection Reporting and Update

The Salary Projection Routine is designed to provide a preview of all calculated projections and budget
allocations. The preview report is generated by clicking the Preview button on the toolbar and may be
printed to the screen or exported to Excel. If the user is only interested in the projection figures, they
can simply stop at this point. If they want to modify figures and import to the Budget Prep module,
then they will click the Next button on the toolbar to update the results into the new Personnel Costs
Batch.

The preview reports will include current salary information and projected costs for each employee as
well as a summary of their expense account distributions. Sub-totals will appear based on the report
sequence selected.

The routine may be updated as often as necessary to make sure all employees are able to processed.
Each time the routine is updated, its results will be inserted into the Personnel Costs Batch. It will not
replace existing entries in the batch so if you mistakenly process the same employee group twice, those
employees will be included in the batch twice.

Benefit Projection Routine
The Benefit Projection Routine will project employer benefit costs for each employee. Additionally, if
H/R Position Control is installed, it can project employer benefit costs for vacant positions. The pro-
jected costs will be distributed to the appropriate expense accounts based on the configuration of
employer liability distribution codes assigned in Benefit Maintenance.

The routine contains a Preview button so cost projections and expense distribution can be reviewed in a
report or in Excel. The routine can optionally be updated to generate a Personnel Cost Projections
batch, which can be edited if necessary and later imported into the Finance Budget Preparation Batch.

Routine selections can be saved as templates and retrieved for future use using the Save and Openbut-
tons on the panel's toolbar.
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Personnel Cost Projections

Current Employees

Selecting Employees
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The routine may be run for a single employee or you may use the various filter combo boxes to select
which employees should be included. Each combo box allows for multiple selections without the need
to specify ranges.

Budget Year Start Date - This date is compared against the employee's benefit expiration date. The
employee benefit will not be included if it expires before the budget year start date.

Vacancies

If Position Control information has been configured, users may also select which vacant positions to
include in their projections.

Select Vacancies

Select the departments and positions to include. Then, choose which benefits to include for the vacant
positions. The system will project the annual cost of the selected benefits based on the coverage type
selected.

Benefit Projection Reporting and Update

The Benefit Projection Routine is designed to provide a preview of all calculated projections and budget
allocations. The preview report is generated by clicking the Preview button on the toolbar and may be
printed to the screen or exported to Excel. If the user is only interested in the projection figures, they
can simply stop at this point. If they want to modify figures and import to the Budget Prep module,
then they will click the Next button on the toolbar to update the results into the new Personnel Costs
Batch.

The preview reports will include current and projected benefit costs for each employee as well as pro-
jected expense account allocations. Sub-totals will appear based on the report sequence selected.

The routine may be updated as often as necessary to make sure all employees are able to processed.
Each time the routine is updated, its results will be inserted into the Personnel Costs Batch. It will not
replace existing entries in the batch so if you mistakenly process the same employee group twice, those
employees will be included in the batch twice.

Personnel Costs Batch
The Personnel Costs Batch contains all of the employee and benefit cost projections generated by the
Salary and Benefit Projection routines. Users may edit the entries in the batch and print a single report
showing all salary and benefit projections. Once all of the personnel cost projections are reviewed, the
batch may be updated into an existing Budget Preparation file.
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Personnel Cost Projections

Personnel>Reports>Personnel Costs Batch

Batch Entry - Use this option to view and edit the employee costs projections. There will potentially be
multiple rows of projection information for each employee depending on the various salary and
employer cost categories and account distributions that exist for each employee. Users can double click a
row to edit projection amounts, accounts, and descriptive labels.

Each time the projection routines update the Personnel Costs Batch with data, a reference number is
assigned to all of the records inserted. Use the Delete By Ref Num toolbar button to delete a group of
records or use the Delete button to remove individual records.

Export to Excel - This option will export the batch information to Excel. The spreadsheet will contain 2
tabs - one for general employee information and the other for the actual projection detail.

Preview Budget Prep Update - This option will preview the projected budget amounts that will be
updated into the Budget Preparation module.
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Update Budget Prep Projections - Click Next to import the projected budget figures into the existing
Budget Preparation Batch. Upon update, a prompt to clear the Personnel Costs Batch or leave it out
there will appear. If you think the projection detail may need to be modified or reported on again, it is
recommended that you don't clear the batch until you are sure it is no longer needed. The update may
be run again if necessary.

Budget Preparation
In order to support the personnel cost projection changes, new features have been added to the Budget
Preparation Batch as well as the Budget Prep Worksheet and Excel export.

Budget Prep Batch

A Personnel Projections column has been added to the batch to store any personnel cost projection
amounts imported from the Personnel Costs Batch. Optionally, users may utilize the new Duplicate Pro-
jected toolbar button to copy projections into the Requested, Admin Recommended or Adopted
columns.
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Personnel Cost Projections

Budget Prep Worksheet
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Finance

Expenditure and Revenue Transaction Audit Trails - Debit/Credit Report
The Expenditure/Budget and Revenue Transaction Audit Trail and Expenditure/Budget Account
Status Audit Trail reports now include an optional report type which will display transaction activity in
debit and credit format instead of +/- transactions. The new report type is designed to provide the sup-
porting detail behind the expense and revenue totals on the respective status reports. This version of
the report will exclude transactions that don't impact an account's expense or revenue totals (e.g.
budget adjustments, encumbrances, etc.). All of these reports may still be run in the traditional audit
trail formats as well.
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Finance
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GL Trial Balance - Exclude Inactive Accounts
The Trial Balance now includes an option to exclude any accounts with no opening balance or activity.
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Finance

Check Register to Excel - Detail and Super Condensed
The Check Register can now be printed to Excel in all three report formats.
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Payments

Payments

Payment Window - Year/Period Selection Enhancements
For Utility and Property Tax (excludes NJ Tax Collection) payments, users can now select individual
year/period charges to pay without the system auto-selecting prior delinquent charges.

In the Payment Window, users can select the Year/Prd button to enable the selection of individual year/-
prd charges. They may then use the check box fields to select one or more individual charges to pay.
The system will automatically update the Payment Amt field as selections are made.
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Enable Shopping Cart Functionality inside Payment Window
The MCSJ Payment Window will now allow shopping cart functionality to be toggled on within the win-
dow instead of having to turn the feature on before entering the window. Within a standard Payment
Window, users will simply click the new Enable Shopping Cart button on the toolbar to turn on the fea-
ture and begin adding payments to the cart. Upon checkout, the shopping cart will be turned off and
the window will return to standard functionality.

Users may still check the Shopping Cart button prior to entering the window in order to remain in
shopping cart mode.
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Payments
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Utility

Utility Transaction Inquiry - System Date Range
Users now have the ability to identify selected transactions based on the date they were actually posted.
An optional system date range has been added to the Utility Transaction Inquiry. If the user enters a
date range, the system will filter transactions based on the date they were actually posted. The system
date for each transaction will also appear on the report.
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NJ Tax Collection

NJ Tax Collection

Transfer Overpayment Routine Skips Blank Property Classes
The Transfer Overpayment Routine will now skip BLQ's with no property class. This will allow col-
lectors to analyze those balances and ensure they are moved to the appropriate properties.

Tax Levy Totals Report - Option to Include Blank Property Classes
For purposes of assisting with levy reconciliations, the Tax Levy Totals report can now be run for
accounts with blank property classes.
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VA Personal Property

Debt Set-Off Export - All Delinquent Balances
The Debt Set-Off export now contains an additional option to include all delinquent balances for Per-
sonal Property accounts.
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VA Personal Property

Personal Property Maintenance - Return Date Field Added
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NY Retirement

NY Retirement - Overtime Max for Tiers 5 and 6
MCSJ will now handle capping retirement contributions on overtime wages above the statutory limits
defined for tier 5 and 6 ERS and PFRS retirement members. In addition to the changes shown below,
the printed NY Retirement report will identify any employees who have exceeded the OT limits.

A new Pension O/T Limit Maintenance will be used to store the various limits for each year.

Personnel>Maintenances>Pension O/T Limit Maintenance

Users may specify the pay types that constitute OT wages in the Personnel Parameter Maintenance.
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NY Retirement

To ensure employees are identified with the correct tier, a Pension Tier field has been added on the Pen-
sion tab of Employee Maintenance.

NY Retirement - Exclude Checks From Retirement Reporting
Users may now exclude certain types of checks (e.g. leave payouts) from retirement wage and con-
tribution reporting by removing the employee's pension id in Time Entry Maintenance (during the
payroll) or via the Check Adjustment Routine (after a payroll).
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After the payroll is processed, a check can be excluded from retirement reporting by removing the Pen-
sion Id via the Check Adjustment Routine.

Personnel>Payroll>Check>Check Adjustment Routine
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Animal Licensing

Animal Licensing

3 Year Cat Licenses
MCSJ will now support 3 year cat licenses.
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Inventory

Physical Count Batch - Allow All Locations
The Physical Count Batch can now be generated for all locations.

Physical Count Sheet - Option to Suppress Qty On Hand
For purposes of not influencing counters, the Physical Count Sheet now has an option to suppress the
current quantity on hand for each inventory item.
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Inventory

Prompt to include Inventory Items When Duplicating Work Order
When duplicating a work order with inventory items on the Materials tab, the system will prompt the
user to include those same inventory items on the new work order.
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